
To illustrate Gamelearn users’ feedback about Crypto, we’ve selected the following reviews
in English from the questionnaires all students have to fill in after they play this serious
game, as part of their corporate training program:

1. It's an interesting way to learn about cybersecurity -in a story telling manner. I like it a
lot.

2. It's easy to understand with real cases from the game. Excited and can't wait for next
game.

3. Loved the programming exercise. Makes me feel like an actual  hacker, haha!
4. The storyline provided a sense of action and adventure. This kept me thinking about

the problems at hand and kept me working through the problems.
5. Good reminders to take cybersecurity very seriously.
6. Fun new learning technique to insert vital protective measures to your day to day.
7. I am a computer literate and I know the related risk. Most of the errors collected by

Alex are the common mistakes employees do on their daily jobs and this module was
the easiest way I've  ever  seen in teaching people how to avoid them.Thanks to Bia
and Gamelearn for this!

8. Good knowledge on cyber threats, etc.
9. It's teaching us to avoid risk with sensitive information like personal data, or high

sensitive data.
10. This game made me easy to understand for IT and protection systems.
11. Fun and informative.
12. We could learn IT security from practical situations.
13. Fun entertainment with a lot of hackers info. Very important to know the common

mistakes in order to be safe in the actual cyber world.
14. Making a boring subject fun!
15. Engaging and useful: a different way for enabling security awareness
16. To improve personal and professional security
17. Not too long, the storyline keeps you interested. Good way to communicate the

content.
18. It was fun and informative.
19. People can learn very important issues which are required in real life.
20. It's an entertaining way of spreading best practices.
21. It is compact and easy to advance. The information from the video game is useful.
22. It teaches us how to make our company safer.


